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If you've ever spent time in Baja, you'll enjoy this book. If you've ever wondered what Baja was like

in the 70s, you'll enjoy this book. If you'd like to take a journey back to the "Baja of old", you'll enjoy

this book. If you like short stories that are linked together, but stand alone beautifully, you'll enjoy

this book. Baja Dreaming: Stories from Another Time is Yoga for reading. Rod has done a grand job

of recounting his many journeys to, and many stays in, Baja. The stories reveal his love and respect

for the land, and the people. This is a well-written 'must read' for any Baja lover, or anyone with a

sense of adventure.
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Kulback tells a tale of another, not so long ago time. The Baja changed forever with the completion

of the peninsular highway in 1973. He finds himself on the tale end of living in the remote, but quite

civilized, Baja. A, literal, "Master" of the Sea, (USCG 50 Ton Master) Kulback brings his experience

to the reader when he sails to and from ports in the Sea of Cortez and Mainland Mexico. Home for

him is many places, but Bahia de los Angeles is his special spot. He loses love and leaves boats

around the Baja, commuting occasionally to work in the US to support himself and build his

boats.The completion and opening of Mexico Highway 1 in 1973 closed an era, sometimes called

the Baja Golden Age. Kulback reminds us of why, as through his years of adventure he lives out the

last of the Era of Freedom in the Garden of Eden known as the Sea of Cortez.Kulback

acknowledges one universal constant of Baja writers of any age: The kindness and generosity of

the Baja Californians.



This book packs so much in just 155 pages: hope, joy, sadness, romance, adventure, sailing tips,

and historical documentation to name a few. Since I too sailed Baja in the '70s, I couldn't resist the

chance to take a trip down memory lane. I would say that Mr. Kulbach truly captured the essence of

those times. The wonderful and not so wonderful eccentric characters "boat people" meet; the

surprises that arose rounding each new point of land; sailing without the gadgets and gizmos of

today. I loved the chapter about "Tina." And, the adventure he and Patti had sailing north -

experiencing their visit on a tuna fishing boat - that the captain would risk having a black cat on

board rather than his attractive wife.I understand that although Rod has written numerous sailing

articles, this is his first book (?). It seems to me, since he traveled those waters until 1989, there are

surely enough additional adventures and memories to write another. I certainly hope so.The only

thing missing from this book are photographs. Rod paints many lovely images with his words. But a

photo here and there would be surely appreciated.

This is my fourth book. I've lent the others out or gave the others away. A great story.

If you've ever spent time in Baja, you'll enjoy this book. If you've ever wondered what Baja was like

in the 70s, you'll enjoy this book. If you'd like to take a journey back to the "Baja of old", you'll enjoy

this book. If you like short stories that are linked together, but stand alone beautifully, you'll enjoy

this book. Baja Dreaming: Stories from Another Time is Yoga for reading. Rod has done a grand job

of recounting his many journeys to, and many stays in, Baja. The stories reveal his love and respect

for the land, and the people. This is a well-written 'must read' for any Baja lover, or anyone with a

sense of adventure.
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